MSU Center for Regulation and Applied Economic Analysis
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Co-Director & Professor of Economics
Mission

Academic research to further our understanding of the economic impacts of regulation and policy on societal well-being.

- Agriculture
- Healthcare
- Technology
- Finance
- Natural Resources
- Education
- Public Safety
- Other Sectors

Communicate findings to interested groups & policymakers
Activities

Research Fellowships
Research Grants
Graduate Research Assistantships
Undergraduate Research Scholarships

Conferences
Workshops
Visiting Scholars
Communications & Outreach
Administration

Wendy Stock
Special Education Policy
Mental Health Policy
Labor Market Policy

Vince Smith
Food Aid Policy
Agricultural Policy
Research Fellowships

Anton Bekkerman
Crop Insurance
Natural Gas Regulation

Eric Belasco
Agricultural Safety Net Policies

Isaac Swensen
Criminal Justice Policy & Public Safety

Peter Buerhaus
Nurse Practitioner Scope of Practice Regulation

Randy Rucker
Regulation-generated Assets
Research Grants

Caton & Yang
Insider Trading Regulation

Atwood
Money Laundering Regulations

Hill
School Closings & Teacher Productivity

Ruppel
Native American Land Policy

Gamble
Gift Tax Regulation

Kawpisz
Labor Market Regulation & Entrepreneurship

Sturman, Kerins, & Shehryar
Biofilm Regulatory Policy & Medical Device Development
Undergraduate Research Scholars

Allie Hale, Marketing
Mental Health Screening and Treatment in Public Schools

Tanner Edward, Accounting
Differential Impact of Sarbanes-Oxley by Bank Size

Andrea Creel, Economics
Graduated Driver License Laws & Youth Risky Behaviors

Laura Ippolito, Agroecology & Econ.
US Grain Traceability Policy

Dan Penoyer, Finance & Econ
Biofilm Regulatory Policy

Ryan Trefethen, Financial Eng.
Impacts of Changes in Medicaid Policy in Montana

Alec Dinerstein, Physics
Special Education Funding Policy

Colburn Field, Ag. Business
Impact of Regulator Definitions of “Good Farming Practices”

Seth Hedge, Accounting
Nonprofit Tax Policy
Graduate Assistantships

Myron Inglis
The Impacts of Paid Leave Laws on Labor Market Outcomes

Maggie O’Donnell
An Economic Analysis of the Effect of Uber on Taxi Medallion Values
Visiting Scholars

Jason Lindo, Texas A&M
Access to LARC & Teen Birth Rates

Jon Skinner, Dartmouth
Medicare Expenditure & Health Outcomes

Todd Kuethe, U of Illinois
Public Intervention in Ag. Credit Markets

Jeremy Goh, Singapore Management University
Bond Rating Agency Regulation

Stephanie Mercier, Former Chief Economist, Democratic Staff of Senate Ag. Committee
Farm Bill Processes

Firat Bilgel, Okan University (Turkey)
Legislative Default Policies and Organ Donation
Annual Conference

Joseph Antos - American Enterprise Institute

Carla Javits - REDF (venture philanthropy)

Stacy Dean - Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

Ann Stevens - Center for Poverty Research, UC Davis

Robert Doar - American Enterprise Institute

Heather Grenier – Bozeman HRDC

Richard M. Todd - Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

Ron Haskins - Brookings Institution

Diane Schanzenbach – Northwestern U & Brookings Institution
Workshops

Indigenous Economic Development

Indigenous planners from reservations around Montana to share their experiences and expertise in a facilitated gathering designed to identify best practices and challenges with regard to Indigenous land planning and tenure.

Research Methods in Applied Economic Analysis

Top scholars from both academia and the private sector to MSU to meet with students, discuss the research process and how they use research in their careers, and provide feedback on student research proposals. Several DAEE alums participated and also met with students to discuss how they use the economic analysis and research skills they learned at MSU in their careers.
Publications & Submissions


Publications & Submissions


Brester, G., “There is ‘Little Doubt’ About the Promised Bounty of Genetically Modified Crops,” under review, *American Journal of Agricultural Economics*


Perloff, J., Clarke, S., DesRoches, C.M., O’Reilly-Jacob, M., and P. Buerhaus, “Association of State-Level Restrictions in Nurse Practitioner Scope of Practice With the Quality of Primary Care Provided to Medicare Beneficiaries,” *Medical Care Research and Review* (2017)

Presentations


Anton Bekkerman and Gary Brester, “Natural Gas Prices, Fertilizer Production, and Environmental Regulations,” 2017 Western Agricultural Economics Association Annual Meeting

Presentations

**Buerhaus, Peter**, “Association of State-Level Restrictions in Nurse Practitioner Scope of Practice With the Quality of Primary Care Provided to Medicare Beneficiaries,” 2017 Academy of Medical Surgery Nurses, Virginia Nurses Association, The Healthcare Forum, Montefiore Health Systems, The Jonas Foundation

**Brester, Gary**, “There is ‘Little Doubt’ About the Promised Bounty of Genetically Modified Crops,” REAL Montana, The Montana Farm Bureau

**Buerhaus, Peter**, “The Integrity of MACRA May Be Undermined by ‘Incident to Billing’ Coding,” Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, American Association of Retired People


**W. Kleindl**, “Integrate Assessment of Ecosystem Services with Ecological Condition,” 2017 LRES Seminar Series
Presentations

E. Belasco, “A Comparison of Idiosyncratic and Systemic Risks: Implications for Crop Insurance,” Western Agricultural Economics Association 2017

E. Belasco, “Distributional Analysis of Crop Insurance Subsidies” Annual SCC-76 Meeting on Economics and Management of Risk in Agriculture and Natural Resources 2017


E. Gamble & A. Christensen, “Controls for Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Leadership in Nonprofit Organizations,” 2017 American Accounting Association Annual Conference

E. Gamble, P. Munoz, & H. Beer, "Accounting for Grant Challenges: The Paradox of Impact Measurement," 14th Annual Social Entrepreneurship Conference at Northeastern University 2017
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